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Towards Ultra-High-Speed Cryogenic Single-Flux-Quantum
Computing
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SUMMARY CMOS microprocessors are limited in their capacity for
clock speed improvement because of increasing computing power, i.e., they
face a power-wall problem. Single-flux-quantum (SFQ) circuits offer a so-
lution with their ultra-fast-speed and ultra-low-power natures. This paper
introduces our contributions towards ultra-high-speed cryogenic SFQ com-
puting. The first step is to design SFQ microprocessors. From qualitatively
and quantitatively evaluating past-designed SFQ microprocessors, we have
found that revisiting the architecture of SFQ microprocessors and on-chip
caches is the first critical challenge. On the basis of cross-layer discus-
sions and analysis, we came to the conclusion that a bit-parallel gate-level
pipeline architecture is the best solution for SFQ designs. This paper sum-
marizes our current research results targeting SFQ microprocessors and on-
chip cache architectures.
key words: single flux quantum (SFQ), cryogenic computing, micropro-
cessor, cache memory, Josephson junction, low-power, high-performance,
energy-efficient

1. Introduction

Moore’s Law, the observation in which the number of tran-
sistors in a chip doubles every 18 months, has so far been
contributed to the evolution of computer system architec-
tures, e.g., introducing manycore accelerators, using large
on-chip caches, and increasing DRAM (or main memory)
capacity. The growth of such hardware implementation in-
creases the optimization opportunities available to software
developers. Unfortunately, further transistor shrinking can-
not be expected anymore, i.e., the end of Moore’s Law will
come. While device and manufacturing technologies have
continued progressing, some researchers predict that tran-
sistors shrinkage may stop at around 2025 to 2030 because
of physical or economic reasons. To tackle with such a crit-
ical problem, it is necessary to exploit emerging devices
that have significant potential for performance and energy
efficiency rather than relying upon conventional CMOS de-
vices.

Cryogenic computing is a promising approach for
achieving sustainable improvement in the post-Moore’s era.
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Real implementations are available in the market as quan-
tum computers [1], [2]. Although they can effectively be ap-
plied to specific purposes such as quantum annealing, there
is a large gap regarding functionality between classical digi-
tal computing and the application-specific quantum acceler-
ation. Bridging the gap is a critical issue for making cryo-
genic computing applicable to a wide range of emerging
applications. Superconductor Single-Flux-Quantum (SFQ)
logic [3] is a promising, practical VLSI technology for
achieving the general purpose cryogenic computing, and
some researchers have so far greatly been contributed to de-
veloping SFQ devices and logic design technologies; their
physical designs and the successful operations of SFQ mi-
croprocessors have been demonstrated [4]–[7].

Although the SFQ microprocessors operate with out-
standing clock frequency, e.g., several dozen GHz or even
more than 100 GHz, unfortunately, their effective perfor-
mance regarding “program execution time” is comparable
or worse than that of state-of-the-art CMOS-based micro-
processors. The fundamental problem existing at behind
the SFQ microprocessors is the lack of optimization from
the viewpoint of microarchitecture, i.e., the structure of the
SFQ microprocessors does not fully exploit the potential
of SFQ logic. To solve this issue, we have revisited the
SFQ microprocessor/memory architectures, and this paper
presents our previous research results that stand on a de-
vice/circuit/architecture level co-design [8]–[11]. This kind
of cross-layer optimization is the key to realizing post-
Moore’s computing with emerging devices.

This paper is organized as follows. The device fea-
tures and challenges of SFQ circuits are described in detail
in Sect. 2. Section 3 presents our proposed architecture for
SFQ microprocessors, and we evaluate it in Sect. 3.2. We
also show SFQ cache architecture in Sect. 4, and the estima-
tion results of the cache are shown in Sect. 4.3. Finally we
conclude in Sect. 5.

2. Background

2.1 SFQ Circuits

Information processing in SFQ circuits is performed with
magnetic flux-quanta stored in superconducting rings con-
taining Josephson junctions (JJs). The presence (or absence)
of a single flux quantum represents a logical ‘1’ (or ‘0’), and
a JJ acts as a switching device like a transistor, where an
impulse-shaped voltage pulse, called an SFQ pulse, is gen-
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erated only when an SFQ travels across a JJ.
In RSFQ logic [3], a timing reference signal, tradition-

ally it has been called a “clock signal”, is used to drive SFQ
logic gates. In this paper, we refer to this signal as the Gate
Driving Clock (GDC). If an SFQ pulse is fed to an SFQ
logic gate within a GDC cycle, the gate recognizes the in-
put as logic information ‘1’; otherwise the input value is
treated as ‘0’. On the other hand, the System Driving Clock
(SDC) is used as a reference signal to drive a microproces-
sor’s pipeline stages (or flip-flops), which are the same as
the clock signals used in CMOS designs.

The maximum frequency of GDC depends on the
HoldTime, SetupTime, and some delays of SFQ gates. Hold-
Time is a duration from an arrival time of a GDC pulse to
that of an input data pulse. SetupTime is a duration from an
arrival time of an input data pulse to that of the next GDC
pulse. The GDC cycle time (GDCCT ) is given by Eq. (1),

GDCCT = max(HoldTimeng,GateDelaypg +WD)

+ SetupTimeng +M (1)

where, HoldTimeng and SetupTimeng are HoldTime and Se-
tupTime of the next gate, respectively. GateDelaypg is the
gate delay of the previous gate, whose output is connected
to the next gate, M is the margin for fabrication variation,
and WD is the delay caused by wire signal propagation
from the previous gate to the next gate. If SFQ circuits
employ concurrent-flow clocking and do not have feedback
loops, delay elements called skew can be inserted into the
GDC lines to keep their frequency at the maximum, i.e.,
GateDelaypg and WD are hidden by skew and the maximum
GDC frequency depends on only HoldTime and SetupTime
as shown in Eq. (2).

GDCCT = (HoldTimeng+M)+(SetupTimeng+M) (2)

2.2 State-of-the-Art SFQ Microprocessors

Some researchers have so far been designed SFQ micro-
processors and demonstrated their ultra-high-speed, low-
power operations [4]–[6], [12]. Also, by virtue of recent de-
velopments in fabrication technology with a multi-layered
structure [13], [14] and some energy-efficient circuit tech-
nology [15]–[19], several research projects on SFQ micro-
processors have been undertaken [20], [21], and an 8-bit
microprocessor composed of more than 10,000 Josephson
junctions successfully operates at 50 GHz [7]. In addition,
inventions of several novel superconductor devices based on
new physical phenomena have made the SFQ logic tech-
nology much more attractive, e.g., superconductor junc-
tions with one or more ferromagnet layers show different
electrical characteristics depending on the magnetic states,
by which we can obtain high-density, low-power, cryo-
genic memory compatible with SFQ circuits [22], [23]. A
thermally-assisted nano-structured device called a nanocry-
otron (nTron) showed the capability of voltage output in the
sub-volt range [24], by which we can build very large-scale

cryogenic memory by hybridizing Josephson and CMOS in-
tegrated circuits [25].

2.3 Challenges

Since we can expect ultra-high-speed, low-power cryogenic
computing by exploiting SFQ microprocessors, the follow-
ing fundamental issues remain.

1. Microprocessor core: SFQ microprocessors that
have so far been demonstrated [4]–[7] follow the
complexity-reduced (CORE) architecture [12]. Al-
though the SFQ microprocessors such as CORE 1β
successfully operates at a 25-GHz GDC frequency [4],
the microprocessor’s speed as a whole (SDC fre-
quency) is 1.5 GHz, which does not produce outstand-
ing performance improvement over current CMOS mi-
croprocessors. This is because the microarchitecture
applied to the SFQ processors does not effectively ex-
ploit the characteristics of SFQ devices, i.e., bit-serial
processing, and the pipeline structure of the prototyped
CMOS microprocessors.

2. On-chip memory: The memory subsystem has an im-
portant role in computer systems, and it is well known
that it has a strong impact on computer system perfor-
mance. So, making a good balance between the micro-
processor cores and memory subsystem is an impor-
tant design optimization. A previous design that imple-
mented an SFQ L1 cache has been prototyped in order
to realize a high-speed memory [6]. The cache uses an
SFQ shift register and operates in the bit-serial fashion,
as does the microprocessor core, to reduce hardware
complexity. However, such bit-by-bit fine-grained op-
erations make the cache access time much longer, re-
sulting in poor microprocessor performance. In addi-
tion, the large scale of the selector logic used to pick
up referenced data strictly limits the scalability of the
cache capacity.

So far, few studies have focused on architectures for
SFQ microprocessors and memories. As explained in
Sect. 2.2, several technical advancements indicate that the
research on SFQ microprocessor architecture and memory
hierarchy play a more important role in the development of
SFQ-based full-scale computing. From the next section, we
introduce our research attempts to answer the above men-
tioned two challenges.

3. Revisiting SFQ Microprocessor Architecture

In this section, we introduce a new SFQ microprocessor ar-
chitecture that exploits the potential of SFQ devices. The
details of this section have been discussed in [8].

3.1 Architectural Design Space Exploration

We have exploblack the architectural design space of SFQ
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microprocessors in our previous work [8], [10]. By develop-
ing a performance model that reflects the impact of pipeline
depth of a microprocessor’s organization, we have analyzed
the performance of bit-serial, bit-slice, and bit-parallel SFQ
microprocessors with appropriate pipeline depth. As a re-
sult, we have reached the following conclusions.

• Bit-parallel processing: Unlike bit-serial or bit-slice
operations that were applied to the previous SFQ mi-
croprocessor designs, the bit-parallel processing han-
dles the microprocessor’s word size at the same time
(in parallel). There are at least three advantages: 1)
no feedback loops appear within a word level in bit-
parallel circuits and this feature makes it possible to
maintain the maximum clock frequency as explained
in Sect. 2.1, 2) the latency of word-size operation can
be blackuced by exploiting bit-level parallelism, 3) the
logic design becomes more simple by removing control
circuits for bit-serial or bit-slice repeated operations.
• Gate-level deep pipelining: Gate-level pipelining is

the most fine-grained pipeline structure, in which one
pipeline stage consists of only one logic gate. In gen-
eral, this extremely deep pipeline structure cannot be
applied in CMOS designs because the area overhead of
pipeline registers becomes greater. However, this dis-
advantage does not appear in SFQ designs because of
its device features. SFQ logic gates inherently have a
kind of latch function, so that pipeline registers are not
needed†. Moreover, GDC can be used as SDC in the
gate-level pipeline structure, blackucing the complex-
ity of system-clock designs significantly.

On the basis of the above-mentioned architecture, we have
decided to choose the gate-level bit-parallel datapath ar-
chitecture for SFQ microprocessors to achieve 100-GHz
clock (SDC) frequency operations. This structure cannot
be applied to traditional CMOS based microprocessors be-
cause of the power-wall problem. In CMOS designs, power
consumption increases with clock frequency, and 100-GHz
operation is impractical because of heat problems. On
the contrary, the dynamic power needed for an SFQ logic
gate which uses more energy-efficient technology, such as
ERSFQ, is about 1/10,000 of that needed for a CMOS
logic gate [26], e.g., 0.01 μW even at 100 GHz operation.
Therefore, such a fine-grained pipeline structure is suitable
for SFQ microprocessors. However, in such deep pipeline
structure, pipeline stalls caused by for instance by data de-
pendency, branch pblackiction misses, cache misses, etc.,
significantly degrade the system performance. To avoid this
issue, we have decided to apply the following architectural
strategy.

• Fine-grained multithreading: In order to realize
ultra-high-performance SFQ microprocessors by using
gate-level pipelining, most pipeline stalls must be con-
cealed. Current CMOS microprocessors adopt out-of-

†Some DFFs are needed in order to align the stage of gates,
and the scale of DFFs is the overhead of the pipeline structure.

order execution to conceal pipeline stalls. However,
in SFQ pulse logic, the timing adjustment of pulses is
too critical to implement such complex circuits. There-
fore, we use fine-grained multithreading that prepares
as many threads as the number of pipeline stages††
and switches the thread to be executed every clock cy-
cles. The fine-grained multithreading can conceal all
pipeline stalls that are caused by data hazard while
keeping the hardware simple.

The register file in our fine-grained multithreaded SFQ
microprocessor has a special function because the micro-
processor requires as many register sets as the number of
threads to maintain the architectural states of all threads. In
addition, the output has to be switched every clock cycles
for associated threads. On the other hand, shift register is the
best choice for implementing a memory unit that can follow
the ultra high-speed of SFQ circuits. So, we have decided to
implement the register file by a circular buffer implemented
by SFQ shift registers.

3.2 Evaluation of Bit-Parallel Microprocessor

3.2.1 Logic Design

The purpose of the logic design is to evaluate the effective-
ness of the SFQ microprocessor on the basis of architec-
tural design policies by estimating performance, area, and
power consumption. In particular, in gate-level pipelining,
the number of pipeline stages is determined by the number
of logic gates included in the critical data path. The length
of other data paths must be equalized to the critical data path
by inserting latches. The number of the latches has a crit-
ical impact on circuit scale and power consumption of the
SFQ microprocessor. So, it is necessary to know the num-
ber of pipeline stages to analyze this overhead. Therefore,
we have designed a gate-level pipelined bit-parallel SFQ mi-
croprocessor by using Verilog HDL with gate-level entries
(not RTL) and NC-Verilog is used for simulation.

The word size of the designed SFQ microprocessor
is 8 bits, and 32-bit basic MIPS instructions, arithmetic
operations (add, addi, sub), unconditional and conditional
branches (beq, bne, j, jr, jal), and data transfer (load, store),
are supported.

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the designed 8-
bit SFQ microprocessor [8]. We have extracted the pipeline
depth requiblack to implement our gate-level pipeline mi-
croprocessor, and have found that 52 pipeline stages are
needed. It is determined by the number of logic gates in-
cluded in the critical data path. On the basis of the 8-bit SFQ
microprocessor, we have estimated that a 64-bit SFQ micro-
processor consists of 58 pipeline stages. We assume that the
scale of microprocessor linearly increases with its bit width.
We have confirmed the correct operations of all instructions

††In fact, �skewall/GDCCT � more threads are needed, where
skewall is total skew of the critical path, in order to fill the pipeline
with instructions of different threads.
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of the 8-bit SFQ microprocessor.

except for store. This is because we do not implement a
way for initializing pipeline registers, and that let the unde-
fined values propagate inside of the SFQ microprocessor’s
data path. However, the total impact on performance, power
consumption, and area overhead are negligible.

3.2.2 Performance

In this section, we assume that each memory access can
be completed in one clock (SDC) cycle in order to eval-
uate the potential of the designed SFQ microprocessor.
The system-level clock cycle time (CCT) corresponds to
GDCCT in Sect. 2 because our proposed architecture sup-
ports gate-level pipelining. Furthermore, because we em-
ploy concurrent-flow clocking, we also assume that a gate
delay and a wire delay can be hidden by skew. Therefore,
CCT is given by Eq. (2) in Sect. 2. Each SFQ logic gate has
its HoldTime and SetupTime and we use the longest CCT,
which is 4.5 ps on the SFQ XOR gate for calculating clock
frequency. These parameters are based on a 0.3μm Nb pro-
cess, and we calculate them from the parameters of a 1.0μm
Nb process [27] by applying the scaling rule for JJs†. This
scaling can be applied up to 0.3μm because the SFQ pulses
cannot be narrower less than that size [28]. On the basis of
the parameters, we estimate that the clock frequency of the
SFQ microprocessor can be 222 GHz. In this evaluation, we
estimate M of Eq. (2) from past design results [4]–[6], [12].
However, because the scale of our SFQ microprocessor is
quite larger than that of past design, it seems that more large
margin is needed. Although there is the report about the
impact of increasing jitter for CCT is not large [29], the de-
tailed study on the basis of evaluating designed element cir-
cuits and prototype of the SFQ microprocessor are essential.
In addition, developing scalable clocking techniques that are
suitable for large microprocessors are future work.

†If we scale the JJs to 1/α, then the switching and signal prop-
agation delays also become to be 1/α

Fig. 2 Area breakdown of the 64-bit SFQ microprocessor [8].

3.2.3 Area

We estimate the area of the SFQ microprocessor on the ba-
sis of the number of JJs because we have not completed
the layout design yet. The evaluation results show that the
part of the estimated 64-bit microprocessor, i.e., without the
wire and skew circuits, consists of about 1.2 M JJs and the
whole microprocessor consists of about 3.5 M JJs††. Fig-
ure 2 shows an area breakdown of the 64-bit microproces-
sor [8]. Baseline hardware (HW) means an SFQ micropro-
cessor without inserting latches for timing adjustment and
a large number of register sets for fine-grained multithread-
ing. The results show that the area of the proposed SFQ
microprocessor is 3.58 times larger than the baseline HW.
Moreover, the register file occupies 57.46% of the area be-
cause the fine-grained multithreading approach requires a
lot of register sets as mentioned in Sect. 3.

3.2.4 Power Consumption

Power consumption of the SFQ microprocessor is given by
Eq. (3),
††The number of JJs of wire and skew are estimated from past

designs [30]
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P = (αΦ0Ic f + VIbias) × NJJ , (3)

where α is switching probability, Φ0 is magnetic flux of sin-
gle quantum, Ic is the critical current of a JJ, f is clock fre-
quency, V is voltage of bias current, Ibias is bias current, and
NJJ is the number of JJs in a whole microprocessor. In the
worst case, i.e., α = 1, the power consumption of the SFQ
microprocessor is 1.46 W.

3.2.5 Comparison with CMOS Microprocessor Models

We compare the SFQ microprocessor and CMOS micropro-
cessor models in terms of performance and power consump-
tion to evaluate the effectiveness of the SFQ microprocessor.
Because of many implementation differences, it is difficult
to fairly compare the SFQ and CMOS microprocessors. So,
this preliminary evaluation is a reference-level result.

For CMOS processor models, we assume two con-
figurations: high-performance operation with high supply
voltage (CMOS-HP) and low energy operation with low
supply voltage (CMOS-LE). CMOS-HP operates at 5 GHz
with 11 W, and CMOS-LE operates at 3.2 GHz with 3 W.
Both of them can execute two instructions per clock cy-
cle. We referblack to the parameters of the clock frequency,
power consumption, and the number of pipeline stages from
Cell Broadband Engine Synergistic Processor Element (90
nm) [31] for the CMOS microprocessor models. After these
microprocessors, CMOS microprocessors tend to improve
multi-thread performance by increasing the number of pro-
cessing cores and decreasing each clock frequency to black-
uce power consumption. In this evaluation, we use Cell pro-
cessor’s parameters because it is a represent microprocessor
following in-order execution and a deep pipeline structure
(26 stages) to achieve high clock frequency. It is essential
to compare to state-of-the-art CMOS microprocessors in or-
der to show the effectiveness of our proposal, and it is future
work.

We evaluate performance with Billion Instructions
Per Second (BIPS) to clear the effect of pipeline stalls.
BIPS is calculated by the product of 1/CCT (i.e., clock
frequency) and Instructions Per Clock cycle (IPC) and is
given by Eq. (4),

BIPS = IPC/CCT (4)

IPC is given by Eq. (5),

IPC = x/(1 + ω × (p − 1)), (5)

where x is the number of executable instructions simultane-
ously, ω is the ratio of pipeline stalls, and p is the number
of pipeline stages. In specifically, ω is the average rate of
the number of pipeline stalls to pipeline stages, e.g., ω = 1
means that (p − 1) pipeline stages stall (only 1 instruction
is in-flight). In the CMOS models, we assume ideal condi-
tions in which BIPS = 2× 1/CCT (ω = 0). The comparison
results are indicated in Fig. 3. The y-axis shows the perfor-
mance ratio of the SFQ microprocessor to the CMOS mod-
els and the x-axis shows ω. Figure 3 shows that the perfor-
mance ratios of our SFQ microprocessor to CMOS-HP and

Fig. 3 BIPS performance comparison between SFQ and CMOS micro-
processors [8].

CMOS-LE is 22 times and 35 times higher, respectively [8].
However, if ω = 10%, the performance ratios of our SFQ
microprocessor to CMOS-HP and CMOS-LE go down to 3
times and 5 times, respectively. Therefore, pipeline stalls
should be hidden to maintain high performance.

The power consumption of CMOS-HP and CMOS-LE
while running single-precision intensive applications is 11
W and 3 W, respectively. The power consumption of the
SFQ microprocessor system including the power consump-
tion of cryocooler, which is a specific cooling system for
SFQ circuits, is given by Eq. (6).

Ptotal = PCPU + Pcooler (6)

We assume that the power consumption of cryocooler is
1,000 times higher than that of the microprocessor [32]. Be-
cause our SFQ microprocessor does not have a floating-
point unit (or FPU), we estimate PCPU on the basis of
Eq. (7),

PCPU = (PIntCPU + PFPU + PFPUoh) × γ, (7)

where PIntCPU is the power consumption of our SFQ micro-
processor, PFPU is the power consumption of 32-bit FPU,
PFPUoh is the overhead of an increase of pipeline stages
when the FPU is included, and γ is the power consump-
tion blackuction rate. In specifically, γ is the ratio of the
power consumption of a certain energy-efficient SFQ logic
gate to that of an RSFQ logic gate. We use γ = 1/100
on the assumption that our SFQ microprocessor employs
ERSFQ [26], [33]. We assume that PFPU linearly increases
with its bit width and we calculate that the power consump-
tion of the 32-bit FPU is 32 times greater than that of the
bit-serial FPU [34]. The power consumption of the bit-serial
FPU is 0.51 mW, and PFPU is estimated to be 16.32 mW.
PFPUoh is given by Eq. (8),

PFPUoh = (NDFF−GA + NDFF−MT ) × P1DFF, (8)

where NDFF−GA is the number of additional DFFs to align
the stage of gates when the FPU is included, and NDFF−MT

is the number of DFFs requiblack for additional register sets
which store architectural states of added threads. NDFF−GA

and NDFF−MT are given by Eqs. (9), and (10), respectively.

NDFF−GA = BWtotal
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×max(0, (NGate−FPU − NGate−ALU)) (9)

NDFF−MT = BWword × Nreg

×max(0, (NGate−FPU − NGate−ALU)) (10)

Here, BWtotal is the total bit width of the SFQ microproces-
sor’s data path which need to be aligned the stage of gates
when the FPU is included, NGate−FPU and NGate−ALU are the
number of logic gates on the critical data path of each func-
tional unit, respectively, BWword is the bit width of a word
data, and Nreg is the number of registers per a register set.
Specifically, we assume that the FPU is placed in parallel
with the ALU of our SFQ microprocessor, and we calcu-
late BWtotal by the sum of bit width of the multiplexer’s in-
put which selects write-back data, and the data paths which
feedback from the last stage of the microprocessor to the
top except for write-back data path. As a result, PFPUoh is
0.31 W, and the power consumption of the SFQ micropro-
cessor with the 32-bit FPU (i.e., (PIntCPU + PFPU + PFPUoh))
is estimated to 1.77 W. Therefore, PCPU is 0.0177 W and
the power consumption of the SFQ microprocessor system,
Ptotal is estimated to be 17.7 W. The power consumption of
the microprocessor without cryocooler is 1/620 and 1/170
of that of CMOS-HP and CMOS-LE, respectively. When
the impact of cryocooler is taken into account, the power
consumption is about 1.6 and 5.9 times larger than that of
CMOS-HP and CMOS-LE, respectively. Although the SFQ
microprocessor consumes more power than CMOS mod-
els, clock frequency per power of the SFQ microprocessor
is 27.6 and 11.8 times faster than that of CMOS-HP and
CMOS-LE, respectively. Thus, the results indicate that an
SFQ microprocessor that uses our proposed architecture has
the potential to outperform CMOS models with the balance
between speed and power.

According to these evaluations, our SFQ micropro-
cessor has a potential to achieve higher performance than
CMOS microprocessors which follows similar architecture.
Therefore, SFQ microprocessors seem to be suitable for co-
processors or accelerators which follow simple structure to
achieve high clock frequency rather than a general purpose
processor which needs more complex logic. To prove the
correctness of our architectural direction, we have designed
a bit-parallel gate-level pipelined ALU targeting 50-GHz

Fig. 4 Architecture models of each cache.

operation. Although its word size is 8 bits, and it only sup-
ports simple functions, we have successfully demonstrated
its 56-GHz operation at 1.6 mW. Now we are going to design
the proposed bit-parallel gate-level pipelined multithreaded
SFQ microprocessor to confirm its correct operation.

4. Revisiting SFQ Cache Memory Architecture

In this section, we introduce a new SFQ on-chip cache mem-
ory architecture that considers the characteristics of SFQ de-
vices. The details of this section have been discussed in [9].

4.1 Bit-Parallel SFQ Cache Architecture

As explained in Sect. 2.3, the traditional SFQ cache oper-
ates in a bit-serial fashion to blackuce hardware complexity.
As well as the microprocessor core discussed in Sect. 3, the
cache architecture must also be revisited. In this paper, we
assume to implement a direct-mapped organization.

Figure 4 shows the structure of a RAM-based tradi-
tional cache, a bit-serial SFQ cache, and our bit-parallel
SFQ caches. In CMOS design, it is common to use the
RAM-based cache. Although, in SFQ design, there are
some RAM-based memory technologies such as Vortex
Transition Cell (or VTC) [35], they are not fast enough to
provide data to microprocessors which operate over 100
GHz. Therefore, shift-register-based memory technology is
employed to achieve more fast access speed. Table 1 sum-
marizes the access latency (in clock cycles) and the number
of inputs of a multiplexer used for selecting the referenced
the pairs of tag and data, where T and D describe the size
of the tag and data in bits, E is the number of cache entries
implemented by shift register, and S is the number of sub-
arrays. Although there is no RAM-based cache which can
operate over 100 GHz, i.e., one clock cycle time is ten ps, we

Table 1 Access latency and number of multiplexer’s inputs of each
cache.

Type of cache RAM-based Bit-serial Bit-parallel
Unified Sub-arrayed

Access latency [cc] 1 T + D 1 ˜E 1 ˜E/S
Number of

multiplexer’s inputs N/A E N/A S
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use the concept of RAM-based memory in order to explain
our proposed cache architecture, and show its parameters as
ideal cache structure.

As depicted in Fig. 4 (a), the RAM-based cache can
complete its access in one clock cycle and no multiplexer
is requiblack to select data. On the other hand, in the bit-
serial SFQ cache as shown in Fig. 4 (b), it takes T + D cy-
cles to access the accessed data because all bits in each pair
of tag and data are stoblack in a (T + D)-bit shift register.
As a result, in the bit-serial cache, access latency is T + D
times longer. The multiplexer is used to choose a pair of tag
and data pointed by the reference address, so this structure
strictly limits the scalability in terms of the cache capacity.
Since the bit-serial cache requires E of (T +D)-bit shift reg-
isters, we need to increase the parameter E for implementing
a larger cache capacity, resulting in an unacceptable linear
increase in the number of input ports on the multiplexer.

To solve the problem on the bit-serial structure, a naive
bit-parallel SFQ cache memory architecture (the bit-parallel
cache) can be consideblack as shown in Fig. 4 (c). In this
cache, all bits with the same position in each pair of tag and
data are stoblack in an E-bit shift register, so that (T + D)
of E-bit shift registers are requiblack. Since D is generally
much larger than T and is independent of the number of
cache entries, the cache can maintain the scalability. Instead
of the multiplexer, the cache needs a control logic, called
shift controller, to decide the number of shifts for accessing
the referenced tag-data pair. Here, we call the cache entry
connected to the output port of the memory array head entry.
The output of the head entry is fed back to the input of the
associated shift registers, so that it works as a circular buffer.
The shift controller calculates distance DIST , which is de-
fined as the number of cache entries existing between the
head and the referenced entries, and attempts to repeat shift
operations DIST times. As a result, the referenced tag-data
pair moves to the head entry, so that we can read its con-
tents. To implement this function, the shift controller needs
to hold the index address information of the previous access,
i.e., the index address associated with the tag-data pair ex-
isting in the head entry. Access latency of the bit-parallel
cache varies from 1 to E.

Another alternative that can alleviate the worst case
long access latency of the bit-parallel SFQ cache is to sup-
port a sub-arrayed structure as shown in Fig. 4 (d). The
worst access latency of the sub-arrayed cache becomes
shorter because the shift register array, e.g., one of the four-
entry arrays in (c), is partitioned into several sub-arrays,
e.g., two of the two-entry sub-arrays in (d). For example,
if a cache consists of S sub-arrays, the worst access latency
becomes 1/S . However, the cache needs a multiplexer to
select the referenced tag-data pair from the S of sub-array
outputs. Since there is a trade-off between the multiplexer
and sub-array access latency, deciding an appropriate value
of S is a critical issue.

Fig. 5 High level structure of the sub-arrayed cache.

4.2 Operation Example

Figure 5 illustrates a high level structure of the bit-parallel
sub-arrayed cache. Some parts surrounded by the broken
line correspond to sub-arrays. The cache is a direct-mapped
organization, and the high-order bits of the index correspond
to the cache entry address in each sub-array, while the low-
order bits are used to select an associated output (a tag-data
pair) from sub-arrays. On a read, the cache works as fol-
lows.

1. DIST is calculated by obtaining the difference between
the index in the referenced address and that for the head
entry stoblack in the shift controller.

2. The shift controller generates as many pulses as DIST
which are provided to all sub-arrays. An associated
tag-data pair in each sub-array is shifted to the head
entry.

3. The referenced tag-data pair is selected on the basis of
the reference address by the multiplexer.

4. The cache returns a hit or miss signal on the basis of
the result of tag comparison and a valid bit. On a hit,
the read data is transferblack to the microprocessor.

5. The current index address of the head entry is stoblack
in the shift controller to accept a next access.

4.3 Evaluation of the Bit-Parallel Cache

4.3.1 Methodology

In this section, we evaluate the access latency, power con-
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sumption, and area of our proposed sub-arrayed cache ar-
chitecture by modeling. Because the proposed caches are
mainly constructed of three components, the shift controller,
the shift register arrays, and the selector, the cache access la-
tency T can be estimated by Eq. (11),

T = Tsc+Tsra + Tsel, (11)

where Tsc is the time for calculating the number of shifts re-
quiblack to access the referenced cache entry (the latency of
the shift controller), Tsra is the time for shift operations (the
latency of the shift register arrays), and Tsel is the time for
selecting the referenced data (the latecy of the selector). Tsc,
Tsra, and Tsel are given by Eqs. (12), (13), and (14), respec-
tively.

Tsc = GDCCTsc × NGate−sc (12)

Tsra = GDCCTsra × NGate−sra (13)

Tsel = GDCCTsel × NGate−sel (14)

Here, GDCCTsc, GDCCTsc, GDCCTsel are the cycle time of
gate driving clock applied to the shift controller, the shift
register arrays, and the selector, respectively. They can be
calculated on the basis of Eq. (1), which includes a wire de-
lay and a gate delay†, and NGate−sc, NGate−sra, and NGate−sel

are the number of logic gates on the critical data path of
each functional unit, respectively. In this evaluation, we as-
sume that each functional unit can operate at its own GDC,
and the data transfer between each unit can be guaranteed by
a timing adjustment. NGate−sc, NGate−sra, and Nsel are given
by Eqs. (15), (16), and (17), respectively.

NGate−sc = 3 + 2 × �log2(Bindex − log2Nsub)� (15)

NGate−sra = 2Bindex − log2Nsub − 1 (16)

NGate−sel = 4 + log2Nsub + �log2Btag� (17)

Here, Bindex is the bit length of the index, Btag is the bit length
of the tag, and Nsub is the number of sub-arrays. We evaluate
the area and power consumption on the basis of the number
of JJs. The number of JJs including wiring cost is estimated
from past design results [30] because we have not done the
layout design, and we assume that WD in Eq. (1) is 1.8 ps.
Power consumption is given by Eq. (3) in Sect. 3.2.

In this evaluation, we regard an SFQ shift register
memory presented in [36] as a traditional bit-serial cache
explained in Fig. 4 (b) because of the lack of comparable
design information for SFQ bit-serial caches, and we use
it as a baseline. Since the baseline does not include the tag
coincident comparison logic and the cache controller, the
evaluation is pessimistic for our bit-parallel cache. The pa-
rameters of the evaluation target are as follows. The word
size is 64 bits, the data size (or cache block size) is one word,
the cache capacity is 2 KB, and the address length is 32 bits
in which the high-order 21 bits are used as the tag and the
low-order 8 bits (without 3 bits for selecting byte data) are

†These delays are not hidden by skew because the cache has
feedback loops in shift register arrays.

Fig. 6 Relationship between access latency and power consumption by
varying number of sub-arrays [9].

Table 2 Breakdown of estimated latency, area, and power consumption
of each functional unit.

Functional unit Latency [ps] #JJs Power consumption [mW]

Shift controller 171.5 3,751 1.438
Shift register arrays 107.1 240,270 93.35
Selector 458.0 380,385 146.1

for the index.
We use the latency values of 24.5 ps, 15.3 ps, and

22.9 ps, each of which is the longest GDC cycle time in
each functional unit by assuming a 1.0 μ Nb process [27],
as GDCCTsc, GDCCTsra, and GDCCTsel, respectively. The
dynamic power is estimated by assuming the worst case,
i.e., the switching activity α is 1.0, whereas the static power
is obtained by multiplying the average leakage power of a
JJ and the total number of JJs requiblack to implement the
cache. On the basis of the design report [36], we assume
that the area of one JJ is 8.69 × 10−4mm2, and the access
latency and area of the baseline are 1,333 ps and 265.9mm2,
respectively.

4.3.2 Results

Before discussing the estimated results, we have to decide
an appropriate number of sub-arrays. Figure 6 shows the re-
lationship between access latency and power consumption
by varying the number of sub-arrays. If the number of sub-
arrays increases, the access latency becomes shorter, while
the power consumption becomes larger. This is because
the scale of the multiplexer to pick up data from each sub-
array’s output becomes huge. Therefore, we have decided
to focus on a 32 sub-arrayed cache which is well-balanced
regarding performance and power consumption.

The estimated results for the access latency, area, and
power consumption of the bit-parallel 32 sub-arrayed SFQ
cache are shown in Table 2. The estimated access latency of
the 32 sub-arrayed cache is 736.6 ps and is 1.8 times faster
than the baseline. This advantage mainly comes from two
aspects: the bit-parallel access scheme (i.e., blackucing the
number of GDC cycles requiblack for an access) and the
sub-arrayed structure (i.e., blackucing the time requiblack
for reading out a stoblack set of data in a sub-array). How-
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Fig. 7 Comparison between sub-arrayed cache and bit-serial cache in
terms of access latency.

Fig. 8 Physical schematic of a shift controller and a shift register array.

ever, the number of JJs requiblack to implement our cache
is 0.62 M, and the estimated area is 543.6 mm2, 2.1 times
larger than the baseline. Table 2 indicates that extra hard-
ware (e.g., shift controller and multiplexer to select data
from sub-arrays output) for supporting the bit-parallel ac-
cess scheme and the sub-arrayed structure account for over
60%. The power consumption is estimated at 240.9 mW.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of access latency (clock
cycles) when the cache capacity becomes larger. To simplify
the sensitivity analysis, we have assumed that the number of
cache entries included in each sub-array is fixed to eight.
The result indicates that our proposed cache is much faster
than the bit-serial cache even if the cache capacity becomes
large scale.

4.4 Prototype Design

In addition to the evaluation, we have done the practical de-
sign of a prototype of the shift controller and the shift regis-
ter array, which are the parts of the SFQ sub-arrayed cache.
The purpose of the design is to confirm the operation of the
main components of the sub-arrayed cache. There are only
two components (the shift controller and the shift register
arrays), and the selector has already been designed. This de-
sign has been done to confirm the feasibility of the shift con-
troller, which is the most important unit for realizing random

access by controlling the number of shifts in the sub-arrays.
Figure 8 shows the circuit diagram of a scaled-down shift
controller and shift register array. The shift register array
consists of four entries in which each entry can be stoblack
as 4-bit data. The controller consists of a 2-bit subtractor, a
pulse generator and a buffer to save an address of previous
access. We have designed the circuit by using the CON-
NECT cell library [27] and confirmed the correct operation
of the shift controller by using the Verilog-XL simulator.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced our recent research re-
sults focusing on ultra-high-speed cryogenic SFQ comput-
ing. To prove the correctness of our architectural direction,
we have designed a bit-parallel gate-level pipelined ALU
targeting 50-GHz operation. Although its word size is 8
bits, and it only supports simple functions, we have success-
fully demonstrated its 56-GHz operation at 1.6 mW. Our on-
going work is to design the proposed bit-parallel gate-level
pipelined multithreaded SFQ microprocessor to confirm its
correct operation. Another part of our future work is to de-
velop a CMOS-SFQ hybrid memory sub-system and to in-
tegrate all of the components to construct a next generation
latency-oriented computing platform.
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